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Class Period:_________________  Name:___________________________ 
 
Look at the example. Try drawing this box using 2-point perspective.  The two 
perspective points are shown using different colored lines, Red and Blue. All the 
perspective guidelines originate from one location and spread out like a fan. 
!"#$%&'()* 2+,-./01%234*5678967:;/0%<=
>1?@7AB(CD+EFG/0HIDJKLM 
 

 
 
Trace the example to practice drawing a picture using 2-point perspective. 
)*2E,-N/O$'PM 
 

 
 
Complete the picture of the box. 
QR#'M 
 

 
  

  

Trace these construction 
line using a “Red” pen. 
用红笔画出这条构造线。 

Trace these construction 
line using a “Blue” pen. 
用蓝色笔画出这条构造线。 

NOTE: The vertical lines are parallel to the 
Y-axis and perpendicular to the X-axis. 
注意：垂直线平行于 y轴并且垂直于 x

轴。 
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Practice: Try drawing a box with perspective. You will need to draw additional 
guidelines. Your box can be a different shape and size than the example. 
STUV'*,-N'%WX7AY1N'Z[\]/^$'_D`1ab8cdM 
 

 
 

Final Sketch: Draw the box with perspective one more time. Then use your pencil or 
colored pencils to shade the shape so that it looks like a 3-Dimensional object. 
ef1g'Uh.Dij,kMlf*mnop6mnqabrst6%)u"v0

IwxyzM 
 

 
 
Extra Template: If you were not successful on your first attempt try again and 
improve your drawing. Remember Practice Makes Perfect. 
{X|}U~��D+N'�1_�%����h���VDi�%��Y�R�M

��U����� 
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A Complex Shape: 

 
Look at the example. Try drawing this box using 2 point perspective.  The two 
perspective points are shown using different colored lines, Red and Blue. All the 
perspective guidelines originate from one location and spread out like a fan. 
!"#$%&'()*2+,-./01%234*5678967:;/0%<=>
1?@7AB(CD+EFG/0HIDJKLM 
 

 
 
Trace the example to practice drawing a picture using 2 point perspective. 
)*2E,-N/O$'PM 
 

 
 
Complete the picture of the box. 
QR#'M 
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Practice: Try drawing the complex shape from the previous page with perspective. 
You will need to draw additional guidelines. Your box can be a different shape and 
size than the example. 
STUV'*,-N'N�/D+��1'a%WX7AY1N'Z[\]/^$'

_D`1ab8cdM 

 
 
Final Sketch: Draw the box with perspective one more time. Then use your pencil or 
colored pencils to shade the shape so that it looks like a 3-Dimensional object. 
ef1g'Uh.Dij,kMlf*mnop6mnqabrst6%)u"v0

IwxyzM 
 

 
 
Extra Template: If you were not successful on your first attempt try again and 
improve your drawing. Remember Practice Makes Perfect. 
{X|}U~��D+N'�1_�%����h���VDi�%��Y�R�M
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